
AIR FRESHENERS

Air freshener without propellants 

and batteries

Easy to install

Choice of four fresh scents

Everfresh dispenser

The smell in toilet facilities plays a major part in 
whether they are perceived as clean. To meet 
the need for a solution that does not require 
batteries or use propellants, Vendor o� ers the 
Everfresh dispenser with scent strips: variable 
scents based on evaporation, that are easy to 
install, failure-free and o� er a choice of various 
perfumes. Because the number of scent strips 
can be varied, the scent can be adapted to your 
situation.

• 100% recyclable plastic
• Evaporation-based air freshener
• Variable scent: use 1, 2 or 3 scent strips
• Failure-free
• All perfumes meet the IFRA (International 
 Fragrance Association) standard
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Create your Everfresh dispenser in 2 steps

Everfresh perfumes

Pick your colour
Which colour do you prefer? The 
Alpine White and Metal version 
and the sophisticated Black 
Vision version of the IQ Everfresh 
dispenser are deliverable from stock.

 Alpine White   Metal

 Black Vision

Pick your scent
Which scent do you want for your guests? Choose 
between the perfumes of the BREEZE scent line, 
or go for the classic Forever Fresh. All Vendor 
perfumes are developed, extensively tested and 
produced locally.

Breeze of Mango
Breeze of Mango takes 
you to the Caribbean, 
with top notes like 
Mango, Ruby Orange 
and Fresh Green wel-
coming you as you 
enter the toilet facilities.

Breeze of Passion
Breeze of Passion o� ers 
your guests cheer-
fulness and relaxation 
when they make use of 
your sanitary facilities.

Breeze of Lemon
If you want your guests 
to experience a refresh-
ing scent, Breeze of 
Lemon provides exactly 
what you want.

Forever Fresh
Forever Fresh ensures 
that your toilet facilities 
always smell fresh, with 
a hint of bergamot.

AIR FRESHENERS



Technical details

Article number  90034 90020 90022 90024    

Scent  Forever Fresh Breeze of Passion Breeze of Lemon Breeze of Mango
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AIR FRESHENERS

  EVERFRESH DISPENSER

Article number 90039

  90039MET

  90039BLC

Colour Alpine White, Metal, Black Vision

Material Plastic

Measurements 21,5 x 10,0 x 8,5 cm (hxwxd)
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